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Message from the Incoming Chair
Dear IFIGS colleagues,
For all of us, the last year has been unprecedented in many ways. Despite the
changes, I am pleased we are still able to keep our connections strong with this
Newsletter.
Once again, thank you for giving me an opportunity to serve as Chair of IFIGS in
2021. It is a great honor and pleasure for me to be part of IFIGS. Since I joined the
Management Committee, I have come to appreciate how IFIGS has developed over
the years through the efforts and dedication of many IFIGS Members. I would like to
express my deepest appreciation to all IFIGS colleagues who have worked to build up
IFIGS.
My goal as Chair is to pave the way for IFIGS to become a more impactful and
recognized international organization and standard setting body. To this end, the
Management Committee and Working Group Chairs set up a Strategic Planning
Working Group to take stock of where IFIGS stands now and to explore new areas for
further development. Along with the Information Sharing Working Group, the Group
will also function as a cooperative framework through which the information needs of
Members can be identified and addressed.
Last year IFIGS had the opportunities to increase its engagement with IAIS and
EIOPA. We need to continue to get involved in future discussions with such regulators
and standard setters. We need to ensure that IFIGS leverages all available
opportunities to enhance its profile, establishing strategic alliances to promote the
value of insurance guarantee schemes. We also need to develop new contents to
expand the reach of our organization.
As for member outreach, we need more engagement from a larger number of
members. We would like to add a regional approach to our member outreach, by
finding out regional interests and promoting active communication to discuss pertinent
issues to the region. This would also help us find jurisdictions with an interest in
policyholder protection.
To materialize these priorities in the mid-to-long term, we need your active
engagement and interest more than anything else. The more engaged you are, the
stronger we will be. Together we are the pillars that hold IFIGS.
I hereby call for the active and committed participation of each and every one of you.
Will you give it?
Thank you.
Yangig Cho
IFIGS Chair - 2021

Yangig Cho
Executive Director
KDIC, South Korea
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IFIGS Strategic Plan for 2021 to 2023
Survey results confirmed IFIGS is on the right track
• When?

IFIGS conducted a strategic planning survey, from 11 January to 5
February 2021.

• Why? To understand the expectations and aspirations of IFIGS Members with
regard to the future of IFIGS.
• Who responded?

IFIGS received 16 responses from 14 jurisdictions.
These responses provided a strong foundation to set the
strategic vision and strategies for 2021 to 2023.

• What did Members say?
In summary,
1. Strategic goals remain relevant. A majority of the respondents were of the view that the three (3) identified
strategic goals (i.e. Information Sharing, Member Outreach and Profile Enhancement) remain relevant and
no significant changes are required.
2. Top challenges identified and suggestions to address them provided. Members have identified top
challenges facing IFIGS now – externally, in relation to appreciation of the role of insurance guarantee
schemes and international recognition for IFIGS; and internally, in relation to the membership base and
IFIGS set-up. Members have provided valuable suggestions and inputs to address the identified challenges.
3. Significant value placed on information sharing and capacity building amongst Members. Our
Members strongly supported the efforts to have more webinars / training sessions and publication of quality
research papers for their benefits and to influence deliberations at the international financial institutions.
There were vast interests in the topics of interagency collaboration and simulation, insurance guarantee
schemes key features and resolution, technology-related, as well as case studies of insurance failure.
4. IFIGS would remain as a community-based association by 2023. Notwithstanding this, majority of the
Members are ready to commence fee-based membership discussion at the Annual General Meeting 2021,
for possible implementation beyond the planning period of 2021 to 2023. It was encouraging to note that
Members are also committed to make non-monetary contributions, for continued and shared growth of
IFIGS in becoming an international recognized organization for policyholders’ protection.
Further details can be found on the presentation deck accompanying this Newsletter.

• What’s next?
The Management Committee
and Working Group Chairs
have considered the survey
outcomes and suggestions
thoroughly and have reflected
them in the respective work
plans for 2021.
Watch this space for further
details on the Working Group
Work Plans for 2021!
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EIOPA Workshop
Harmonization of Insurance Guarantee Schemes in the European Union
Back in March of 2020,
IFIGS was given
the unique opportunity
to facilitate
a Workshop
for European
Harmonization
of Insurance
Guarantee
Schemes
in the
European
Union

Insurance and Occupational Pensions Authority (EIOPA) regarding the potential harmonization of Insurance
Guarantee Schemes in the EU. An IFIGS Europe Working Group team with representation from Germany, Spain,
Romania, Greece, Denmark as well as the UK, Canada and the United States worked hard to prepare a
Discussion Guide for that important event and participated in the day itself – in Frankfurt – just days before the
COVID-19 pandemic forced a global lockdown. That session proved to be very helpful to EIOPA as they sought
to strategize on some of the most challenging outstanding items in their work, including the Host Country vs.
Home Country Principle, Coverage Limits, Covered Policies and Method(s) of Funding.
In December of 2020 (exactly on schedule as promised when they spoke at our IFIGS Annual General
Meeting), EIOPA published a comprehensive Opinion on the 2020 Review of Solvency II containing a series of
important recommendations which can be summarized as follows:
•

Policyholder protection should become an embedded component of safety net design in all EU member states

•

Policyholder protection is best achieved through the formation of effectively structured IGSs:
with adequate funding and a minimum set of harmonized features

•

IGS harmonization must be considered within broader context of recovery and resolution.

Back as a follow-up to this major evolution in public policy thinking in Europe, EIOPA scheduled two major
Workshops on IGS and on Recovery and Resolution for February of 2021, to focus on implementation issues.
Once again, IFIGS was asked to play a key role and we were given the opportunity to facilitate two of the four
main items on the Agenda for the day, focused on Policyholder Protection and Insurance Guarantee Schemes.
Our Europe Working Group sprang back into action and once again – based on the very positive feedback
received from the EIOPA team ‒ we made a significant contribution. Special thanks go to: Joerg Westphal
(Germany), Cristina Neacsu (Romania), Pernille Gram Christensen and Torben Weiss Garne (Denmark),
Miguel Angel Cabo and Javier Bonhome (Spain), Karen Gibbons (UK), Roger Schmelzer and Scott
Kosnoff (USA) and Grant Kelly and Alister Campbell (Canada).
The prospects for a formal EU decision requiring all Member States to establish one or more IGS (or
equivalent) mechanisms within the next five years now seem much more promising – a major step forward for
policyholder protection worldwide, and one which IFIGS can take great pride in helping to make happen.
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IAIS Public Consultation

Application Paper on Resolution Powers and Planning

In November 2020, International Association Insurance Supervisors (IAIS) initiated the
public consultation on its draft Application Paper on Resolution Powers and Planning
which covered the role of IGS in the resolution framework.
In order to deliver a response from IFIGS, the Profile Enhancement Working Group
members developed a form to gather comments from all members on the referred
Application Paper. The draft response was later revised and approved by the
Management Committee to be sent to IAIS by February 5, 2021.
Reflecting the comments submitted by IFIGS and other participants in the public
consultation, IAIS aims to publish the Application Paper by June or July 2021. It was a
great achievement of IFIGS representing its members once again in international
discussions about IGSs. IFIGS will continue to cooperate with IAIS regarding their
research work around IGSs.
Link to the draft Application Paper: https://www.iaisweb.org/page/consultations/closed-consultations/2021

IFIGS Member Profile
Singapore Deposit Insurance Corporation (SDIC)
The Singapore Deposit Insurance Corporation (SDIC) was established in 2006 to
administer the Deposit Insurance Scheme and subsequently appointed to administer the
Policy Owners' Protection (PPF) Scheme in 2011. The PPF Scheme was set up to protect
policy owners in the event a life or general insurer which is a PPF Scheme member fails.
Fortunately, there has been no insurer failure in Singapore so far.
In respect of the PPF Scheme, the main functions of SDIC are to collect levies from PPF
Scheme members, manage the Policy Owners' Protection Life Fund and the Policy
Owners' Protection General Fund, make compensation payments and educate the public
on the PPF Scheme.
The PPF Scheme protects policy owners of life and general insurance policies covered
under the Scheme and issued by direct life and direct general insurers which are PPF
Scheme members. The policy owners may be individuals or non-individuals, such as
companies. Some of the insurance products covered under the Scheme are term life,
whole life, annuities, accident and health, motor and travel policies.
The PPF Fund may be used for one or more of the following purposes:
1. The PPF Fund can be used to compensate policy owners for claims, surrenders of
policies, maturity of policies and ongoing annuity payments which occurred before
MAS (Monetary Authority of Singapore) decides to activate the use of the PPF Fund.
2. If the business is sold to another insurer, the PPF Fund can be used to fund the
transfer.
3. If the business is being run off, the PPF Fund will continue to provide coverage until
all policies have matured or expired.
4. If the policies are terminated, the PPF Fund can be used to compensate policy
owners.
As of March 2021, there are 26 life and 39 general insurers who are members of the
PPF Scheme.
More information about SDIC can be found on its website: https://www.sdic.org.sg
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IFIGS Member Latest News
PIDM-KDIC Joint Webinar on
Climate-related Risks and Financial Stability Implications

The Malaysia Deposit Insurance Corporation (PIDM), in collaboration with the Korea Deposit Insurance
Corporation (KDIC), organized a webinar on 30 March 2021, which discussed the complex nature of climate-related
risks and practical steps that can be taken to overcome challenges.
The webinar brought together 160 participants from 34 institutions across from the IFIGS and deposit insurers
from the International Association of Deposit Insurers (IADI) Asia-Pacific Regional Committee (APRC). The high
participation rate demonstrates a collective interest of cross-sectoral agencies to engage and exchange ideas on
topic of common interests. Mr. Seongbak Wi, Chairman and President of KDIC and Chairperson of APRC, and Mr.
Rafiz Azuan Abdullah, Chief Executive Officer of PIDM and Chairperson of APRC Research Technical Committee,
delivered the welcoming remarks and opening address, respectively.
The webinar featured four knowledgeable and experienced speakers - Mr. Joseph Noss from the Financial
Stability Board Secretariat, Mr. Raja Syamsul Anwar from the Central Bank of Malaysia, Dr. Bert Van Roosebeke
from the IADI and Mr. Jeffery Yong from the Financial Stability Institute. The webinar concluded with a lively and
interactive panel discussion moderated by Ms. Afiza Abdullah, General Manager, Policy & International, PIDM and
First Vice Chair of IFIGS.
In conclusion, the webinar offered three key takeaways with actionable insights:
1. Climate-related risks are complex (breadth, exogenous to financial system, without precedents, non-linearity,
uncertain time horizons) and in turn, highly challenging to measure and model.
2. Action points can be framed by deposit insurers and insurance guarantee schemes in terms of roles as
internal driver, as well as external catalyst to chart the way forward in managing these climate-related risks.
3. A strategic roadmap for organizations could be sequentially shaped from the base of conducting selfassessments, articulating green outcomes, building intellectual capabilities, and finally aligning strategically
along the nexus of financial sector participants, national policies and global co-ordination towards a
sustainable future.
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IFIGS Membership Profile Survey
Similarities and Differences in how to Operate an IGS
IFIGS conducted a Membership Profile Survey from October 2020 to January 2021
about how its members operate insurance guarantee schemes and their institutional
characteristics. The survey is also to build a database for understanding the
similarities and differences in each IGS.
Information Sharing Working Group (ISWG) received 17 responses from 15
jurisdictions. The respondents included APRA (Australia), PACICC and Assuris
(Canada), DGF (Denmark), COSEDE (Ecuador), Protektor (Germany), Policyholder
Compensation Fund (Isle of Man), KDIC (Korea), PIDM (Malaysia), The Norwegian
Non-life Insurance Guarantee Scheme (Norway), Policyholders Guarantee Fund
(Romania), SDIC (Singapore), Consorcio de Compensación de Seguros (Spain),
TIGF (Taiwan), FSCS (United Kingdom) and NCIGF and NOLHGA (United States).
The results of Membership Profile Survey are available on the IFIGS website.
If you are still interested in joining the Survey, please contact dkim@kdic.or.kr or
jopresent@kdic.or.kr

IFIGS Milestone

Timeline of Major Events and Accomplishments of IFIGS
The Management Committee and the Working Groups have traced the course
IFIGS has followed since its inception in 2011. It was to identify milestone events
and accomplishments of IFIGS including General Meetings, Regional Meetings,
publications, etc.
In 2011 IFIGS held its 1st Initial Meeting in Toronto, Canada, which was followed
by three preliminary conferences before the official launch in May 2013. The Forum
hosted its 2nd Meeting and Launch Ceremony in October 2013 in Taipei, Taiwan.
Since the official launch, IFIGS has organized several General Meetings and
Regional Meetings to discuss various topics related to Insurance Guarantee
Schemes. Despite the COVID-19 Pandemic, IFIGS continues to be more active by
holding virtual meetings and webinars.
Full version of IFIGS Milestone – page 7

IFIGS Members (as of March 2021)
Quick Look
Membership
Full

25

Associate

2

By Continent
Europe
12
Asia
7
America
5
Africa
1

United Kingdom
 Financial Services
Compensation Scheme

Isle of Man
 Life Assurance
Regulations

Ecuador
 Deposit Insurance, Liquidity Fund and
Private Insurance Fund Corporation

France
 Fonds de Garantie des
Assurances de Personnes
 Fonds de Garantie des
Assurance Obligatories

Germany
 Protektor
Lebensversicherungs AG
 Medicator AG

Poland
 Insurance Guarantee Fund

Romania
 Policyholders
Guarantee Fund

Spain
 Consorcio de
Compesacion
de Seguros

Life Insurance Guarantee Scheme



Non-Life Insurance Guarantee Scheme



Life & Non-Life Insurance Guarantee Scheme

Korea
 Korea Deposit
Insurance
Corporation

Taiwan
 Taiwan Insurance
Guaranty Fund



Greece
 Private Life
Insurance
Guarantee Fund

Kenya
 Policyholders
Compensation Fund


Denmark
 Guarantee Fund for
Non-Life Insurers



Canada
 Assuris
 Property and
Casualty
Insurance
Compensation
Corporation

United States
 National Organization
of Life & Health
Insurance Guaranty
Association
 National Conference
of Insurance Guaranty
Funds

Norway
 The Norwegian Non-Life
Insurance Guarantee Scheme

Thailand
 Life Insurance
Fund
 General
Insurance Fund

Singapore
 Singapore Deposit
Insurance
Corporation Limited

Malaysia
 Malaysia Deposit
Insurance Corporation

Australia
 Australian Prudential
Regulation Authority
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